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Overview

The development of digital technology is driving a massive innovation in the entertainment

industry. Contents within the entertainment industry have already been diversiﬁed in various

types blended with the latest technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR),
and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) that are transforming the conventional concept of contents into
digitized assets dissolving the boundaries between regions and countries or between the reality
and the virtual world.

NFT (Non-Fungible Token) refers to digitized assets that are storing unique identiﬁable
information recorded on a Smart Contract in a form of a token that becomes non-fungible. The
NFT market is now expanding at an unprecedented pace with the innovative concept of
assetization of digital contents spearheading the change.

In order to facilitate scalability and interoperability of NFT ecosystem, Fanverse platform shall
support various heterogeneous major Blockchain networks such as Ethereum (ETH), Tron Chain
(Tron Protocol), OKEx Chain, Huobi Eco Chain (HECO), Conﬂux, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and

Polygon. Moreover, with the adoption of Cross-Chain solution boasting its unique
interoperability, Fanverse marketplace shall be equipped with high liquidity and users.

Fanverse is a Social NFT Platform created for
all the contents creators of the world and its
unique fans sharing joy to the world.

�
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NFT

�. NFT, from fungible to non-fungible

NFT market has been expanding at an unprecedented pace over the last few years. Digital arts,

music, video, and game are just a few of the contents that have been converted into digitized
assets. This signals a start of a new wave in the conventional contents market.

NFT

Veriﬁes ownership and reliability with
unique, original token

Non-Fungible Toketn
Rarity

Safety

Originality

Liquidity

�. NFT, Non-Fungible Token

- Token with unique identiﬁable information stored on a Smart Contract

- Possessing unique and non-interchangeable value unit unlike Bitcoin (BTC) or

Ethereum(ETH) that can be interchanged with each other carrying the same nominal value

- Peggable with digitized assets proving the existence and ownership of pegged physical assets
[ Non-Fungible Token VS Fungible Token ]
Non-Fungible Toketn
Non-Interchangeable

Interchangeable

Unique

Identical

Indivisibility

Divisible

Security

Convenience

ERC-���/TRC-���/HRC-���

ERC-��/TRC-��/HRC-��

Same type of NFT tokens can’t be interchanged with
each other.
Each NFT token carries its own unique properties.
NFT can’t be divided, and a single NFT token becomes a
single unit.
Unique tokens can be used in various platform environment
(such as game)
Above are examples of Blockchain network that supports
NFT protocols.

�

Fungible Token
Same type of tokens can be interchanged
Same type of tokens shares the same properties.

Tokens can be divided into smaller decimal value.

Convenient in dividing and exchanging
Above are examples of Blockchain network that supports
conventional Blockchain protocols.
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NFT

�. The Value of NFT

NFT is a highly reliable blockchain protocol that can be pegged with digital contents asset to
verify the originality of the contents asset and signiﬁcantly reducing the time and
resources in its process.

When using the NFT technology, any user can eﬃciently track down the creation (issue) of
the digital contents, transfer of ownership, and changes in the market value. All the data

than are automatically recorded on the Blockchain network that prevents data forging which
further increases the value of the digital contents itself.

NFT also supports peer-to-peer (P�P) transactions that do not require any intermediary

agency that would further boost the overall market liquidity among contents users, while
protecting the rights of the original creator even in the secondary market creating much
more convenient and eﬃcient yet fairer contents market ecosystem.

�. The Growth of NFT Market

According to a market report from a NFT market data analysis platform, <, the

annual transaction volume of NFT assets has skyrocketed from �� million USD in ���� to ��� million
USD in ���� recording more than an eight-fold growth in the overall market size in just last � years.

Now in ����, the ﬁgure has already surpassed � billion USD in this year alone, and the ﬁgure is still

jumping at an unstoppable pace. However, despite such remarkable growth of NFT market, when
comparing with Digital Asset (Cryptocurrency asset) and Decentralized Finance (Deﬁ) markets, the
NFT market is still seen as an early stage with an extreme growth potential within.

�
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NFT
Annual NFT Market Trade Volume
■ Virtual Asset (Cryptocurrency) Daily Trade Volume
���.� Billion USD
■ DeFi - Total Value Locked (TVL)
��.� Billion USD
■ NFT ‒ Daily Trade Volume
��.� Million USD

$���,���,���

$���,���,���

$��,���,���

Source (Date of Data : April ��th ����)
ㆍVirtual Asset - coingecko
ㆍDeFi- deﬁpulse.com

ㆍNFT Market Cap - nonfungible.com

ㆍNFT Trade Volume nonﬁngible.com

����

����

����

Even today, the NFT ecosystem is rapidly expanding on the pillars of transparency and

reliability not just on the assetization of digital assets but to the realms of Metaverse, Virtual
Reality, Game, and multi digital universe and beyond.

�. NFT + DeFi + DAO

The core essences of modern day Blockchain ecosystem are the Decentralized Finance

(DeFi) and Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). When blending the NFT with Deﬁ
and DAO, there shall be innovative additional value creation to the NFT platform.

ㆍ Operating the community based on the DAO Governance shall create a decision-making
system among the token holders leading to a participant-driven fair and transparent

NFT ecosystem.

ㆍDeFi system will boost the overall platform liquidity and increased token utility will
further entice user attraction onto the platform.

Therefore, the unique blend of NFT with DeFi and DAO system will create an NFT platform
that is community-centered, gradually turning into a self-sustainable ecosystem-driven
platform.
�
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Introducing the Fanverse

The Social NFT Platform for Fandom Community

Fanverse is a Social NFT Platform exclusively designed for various contents creators and its
fandom communities supporting various types of NFT assets ranging from digital arts, fan/social

tokens, games, donation charities, metaverse and all other forms of digital services and assets.
Opportunities

- Acceleration of Digital Assetization of music, arts, games, and all other types of contents

- Expansion of Digital Currency Ecosystem such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Central Bank
Digital Currency (CBDC)

- Rapid Growth of Digital Ecosystem spearheaded by the MZ Generation such as Metaverse

# Social Platform
# Multi-Chain
# DeFi + DAO

- Social Platform with strong focus on the communication
between the content creator and its fandom community

- Creation of fandom community using fan/social token system
- Expansion of ecosystem through support of various
heterogeneous major Blockchain networks

- Hassle-free token transfer through Cross-chain bridge function
- Various additional features from token burning, liquidity mining,
staking and many others

- Transparent and fair platform operation based on governance
voting

�
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The Vision of Fanverse

The word “entertainment” has been deﬁned by Harold Vogel as ʻall sort of materials that
drives or promotes a state of happiness’ in his book titled the ʻEntertainment Industry
Economics’. In other words, all types of play or contents including gaming or media
productions that promote human emotion can be categorized as entertainment.

The industry of entertainment has evolved throughout the mankind, as advancement of
technology has aﬀected the value chain within the entertainment market altering the way
contents are created, distributed, and consumed.

The development of letterpress printing technology by Johannes Gutenberg in ���� has
started the genre of printed publishing as one of the biggest categories of entertainment,

and the ﬁlming technology by Thomas Edison has given birth to the era of movies, while
the radio transmission technology by Guglielmo Marconi has spurred the radio-based

medias and the television technology by Philo Farnsworth has created modern day era of
entertainment industry.

The ambitious vision of Fanverse is to create the same changes in the value chain of mod-

ern-day entertainment using the NFT technology into the entertainment market. Fanverse
is a social NFT platform that protects the copyrights of the original contents creators but
also rewards the fandom community creating a virtuous cycle in expanding the overall
market volume and the creative power in the entertainment industry.

�
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The Technology behind Fanverse
Application Layer

NFT Market

NFT Exchage

Chain Layer

NFT Donation

Fan Voting

Cross-Chain Bridge
Ethereum

Protocol Layer

NFT Deﬁ

BSC

NFT
Minting

Klayth

HECO

Solana

DAO
Governance

Polygon

Decentralized
Finance

Tezos

etc

Token
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�. Multi-Chain Network

Fanverse supports various major Blockchain networks such as Ethereum (ETH), Binance Smart
Chain (BSC), Klaytn, Huobi Eco Chain (HECO), Solana, Polygon and Tezos to further expand the NFT
ecosystem and to contribute to interoperability in the Blockchain ecosystem.

Moreover, Fanverse aims to develop cross-chain bridge technology that also enables transfer of
NFT asset between two heterogeneous Blockchain networks to contribute to much more
advanced interoperation of Blockchain community.

�. Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS)

All the history within the Fanverse on the platform from the minting history of NFT assets to its
each transaction history are all recorded on the IPFS (Inter-Planetary File System) or a distributed

storage system on Blockchain networks. In other words, the owner of an NFT asset shall be
warranted forever for its due ownership of the asset.

�
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The Technology behind Fanverse

�.The DNA Tree

Fanverse shall adopt DNA Tree system to warrant continuous proﬁt generation for the original

contents creator on the platform. The DNA Tree system shall be applied in the secondary
distribution and production markets of the NFT contents. Example of its application shall be to
distribute �~��% portion of each traded volume of NFT contents in the secondary market to the

original creator. Another example shall be in case a new content has been created through the

blend or imitation of an original content, then such information will be hardwired in the NFT
dataset in a DNA format, guaranteeing the distribution of a certain portion of contents proﬁt being
generated.

Gen. �

Alice

Gen. �

Bob

Gen. �

Charle

s

Gen. �
Debora

[ 그림 �. DNA Tree]

As depicted in the above <Picture-�> the Fanverse Platform records contents creation activities in
the status information through a DNA Tree format.

For example, if Alice mints an NFT asset based on a certain content, the minted NFT shall be stored
with initial status information as � (Zero) Generation. Thereafter, if Bob creates a new content

based on Alice’s NFT asset, Bob’s newly minted NFT shall be the <�st Generation> NFT based on
Alice’s original content. Following this systematic structure, the DNA Tree system can be expanded
further to <�nd> and <�rd Generation> NFTs. The essence of DNA Tree system is promoting

creation and re-production of various contents but also at the same time preserving the historical
and creative value of various contents.
�
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The Technology behind Fanverse
�. Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

Fanverse is equipped with various functions from Decentralized Finance system including token

burning, liquidity mining, staking, re-distributive rewards from service fees and many others. Users

depositing tokens on Fanverse platform shall be eligible to earn additional tokens or get distributive
rewards of platform service fees depending on the token deposit ratio. Unlike other usual NFT

marketplaces, active users within the Fanverse platform can earn additional proﬁts from both price
margin from sales of NFT assets and rewards from various staking programs.

�. DAO Governance

Fanverse token owners will be eligible to raise a critical opinion on the platform operation regarding
new features, trading fees, community reward plans, and various other key decisions needed and will
be able to participate in the voting depending on the amount of token possessed. For example, a

platform user may submit a proposal regarding the re-distributive reward ratio policy using the

platform service fees. This type of governance voting model will guarantee true decentralization
(ultimate distribution) of the platform, strengthening the rights of each token holder.

�. Metaverse Platform for Fanverse

Fanverse Foundation shall be developing its own unique metaverse platform in which all the

Blockchain-based tokens and NFT assets can be used, traded, staked, or played in a metaverse

solution-based visualized platform adding way more increased exposure and experience to all of
the fan users.

The current market limitation of NFT ecosystem is largely attributed to the lack of experience that

users can enjoy from the purchased NFT assets. With the aid of metaverse solution, Fanverse aims
to further increase the value and experience of NFT assets for all of the users in the Entertainment
from the fans to the creators and artists.

The Fanverse Platform in Metaverse shall be structured in diﬀerent sectors and zones in which

artists and fans can freely create, upload, share, and transfer various contents and products in the
Fanverse Zone.

��
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The Fanverse Plaform
Majority of currently available NFT platforms are only at the level of closed NFT marketplace that
only serves limited feature of trading of NFT assets, not even going to the level of supporting digital

arts, music, or video contents. Fanverse platform, however, further emphasizes the social commu-

nity features going even beyond the marketplace, envisioning a truly user-oriented social NFT
platform.

Fanverse not only provides features related to minting and trading of NFT assets but also many
other features that are speciﬁcally targeted to serve contents creators and fandom communities,
enabling them to freely mint their social/fan tokens to various innovative modules that incentivizes
fan-based activities within the platform.

NFT Minting

Fanverse Platform
Digital Assetization of Contents

Fanverse is an open platform that welcomes every user regardless of region and social
rank, freely creating his or her own unique digital contents into a minted NFT asset. Any

user regardless of contents genres, either from digital arts to music, videos, or gaming
sectors, can all be a unique contents creator on Fanverse platform.

Fan/Social Token

Contents creators can mint its own unique fan/social token to be used as a gateway or a

tool of collaboration within the fandom community. The minted fan/social token can be

used in purchasing of a certain NFT asset, or as a reward for community contribution, and
in event or questionnaire participation. Contents creators may design various privileges

based on the fan/social token to establish its own unique global fandoms. This can be
imagined with a case of the Phantabear project, which recently involved a large number

of Chinese stars. A Proﬁle Picture (PFP) project for the formation of a speciﬁc fandom
layer can be implemented as a sub-project in the Fanverse ecosystem, which can be

activities related to project progress and linking additional applications. In this way, the
Fanverse ecosystem supports the launch of fan/social tokens, and a certain portion of
fees for this belong to the FT token treasury. These assets will be handled by FT
governance activities in the future.
��
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The Fanverse Plaform
Charity Events

Contents creators and fandom communities can coordinate NFT charity events within

the Fanverse platform and proﬁts generated from the event can be donated under the
fandom community’s name. The donation history itself will be documented in an NFT

format, registering the information on-chain, forever documenting the good deeds but
also being rewarded for donation activities at the same time.

Social Producing

Social producing is unique form of a community-based reward type of crowdfunding
feature. To participate in a social producing feature of a certain content creator, the user

should have the fan/social token of the desired content creator. Then, the user can use
the social / fan token to participate in the fundraising or social production contents. The

participated user will then be deemed for both investment proﬁts and additional
fandom rewards generated.

The Mystery Box

The Mystery Box is a unique service on the Fanverse platform that sells diﬀerent types
of NFT collection assets in a ʻrandomized box’ format in a same certain price. Once
purchased and opened, a randomized digital art or goods will be provided to the

buyers of the mystery box. Using the Blockchain technology that prevents falsiﬁcation
and manipulation of data, the originality of the digital goods will be warranted and the

rights of both the creators and the buyers will all be protected. The mystery box can be

used in diﬀerent types of events. For example, a famous singer may choose to reward
in a randomized box to invite the fans to join in the co-production of an upcoming new
single album or various other community-based events.

NFT PLUS

NFT Plus converts digital vouchers or coupons that are pegged with physical assets into
an NFT asset, highly liquidating limited goods or items, artworks and VIP tickets and
enabling users to participate in fractional investment in various types or asset portfolios.

��
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The Fanverse Plaform
NFT Gallery

NFT Gallery is a distributed storage interface designed to exhibit various NFT assets that are
not for sale among contents creators and collectors. NFT Gallery can be seen as traditional art

galleries that are designed to add experiential value to the arts. NFT Gallery is a unique exhibit
system designed to increase the awareness and value of various content creators. At times,

NFT Gallery can collaborate with oﬄine physical art galleries co-hosting various events and
exhibits. Fanverse shall be opening physical NFT Exhibit Zone to promote various digital arts

created by many types of contents creators, further contributing to healthy growth of the NFT
market.

Refungible-Pot

The Fanverse ecosystem will provide a re-fungible function to solve the liquidity problem of

the NFT space. This is a function to help enable transaction in the market by issuing ERC��

tokens pegged with the NFT to solve the NFT's liquidity problem. Users can issue ERC��
tokens pegged with NFTs at Refungible-Pot, which, like other replaceable tokens, can be
traded on decentralized exchanges or centralized exchanges.

��
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The Fanverse Plaform

Treasury

Fanverse Treasury (a decentralized fund for token holders) was built to maintain the stability and
liquidity of the Fanverse platform and is governed by the governance of the Fanverse DAO.

This treasury accumulates linearly as the business progresses, and when a certain amount of soft
cap is reached, the DAO is activated for the disposal and utilization of NFT and cryptocurrency

assets encoded in this treasury, and all decisions are made. Consensus is achieved through voting.
�% of the NFT generated by the operation of the Fanverse Entertainment NFT business and the NFT
generated based on each artist and character will be paid to the Treasury Contract for the Fanverse
Community. Fanverse NFT ecosystem participants receive tokens according to the activity reward

policy, and holders are given opportunities to participate in various events and acquire ecosystem

rewards. In other words, we plan to technically implement a system faithful to the principle that the
success of Fanverse should be rewarded with the success of the holders who supported Fanverse.

Fanverse will be able to build user funds for the community through the NFT business, and through
this series of processes, the proﬁt structure will be solid and a ﬂexible platform ecosystem will be
built, forming a virtuous cycle structure in which various contents are actively distributed.

PFP

PFP (Picture for Proﬁle) is a type of NFT that users can use as a proﬁle picture in social platforms and

metaverse. Currently, PFP-based NFTs are actively trading in the market to the extent that they are
positioned at the highest trading volume positions.

Accordingly, Fanverse plans to launch the Fanverse PFP NFT project using IPs in various ﬁelds, and
through this, it will create a more creative and innovative content culture.

The goods to be serviced are produced not only digitally, but also with physical cards with NFT

wallet functions, and can be sold and distributed at concerts and stadiums. In other words, it can

function as a means of realizing digital identity online and as a part of fandom culture oﬄine, so a
synergy eﬀect can be expected for online and oﬄine connection.

By successfully completing the project, Fanverse will hasten the advent of a new content culture era
in which the cryptocurrency community, digital, and real worlds all converge.
��
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Fanverse Token, $FT
FT is a Fanverse Platform token used for payment, service fee, voting, staking, and in other various
functions provided within the Fanverse platform.
■ Token Name : FT

■ Blockchain Type : ERC-�� (Ethereum, Main Chain) / BEP-�� (Binance Smart Chain) / KIP-��
(Klaytn) / HECO (Huobi Eco Chain) / Solana / Polygon / Tezos

■ Total Supply : �,���,���,��� FT Maximum Circulation (Multi-Chain Minting)
�%
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�.�%
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�.�%
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�.�%
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�.�%
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�%
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��%
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��
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Fanverse Token, $FT
$FT Supply unlock
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��,���,���
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��,���,���
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��%
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�,���,���,���
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��%

���,���,���

� - month lock up, linear distribution �% monthly
��% unlock at TGE, linear vesting for �� months
��% unlock at TGE, linear vesting for �� months
��% unlock at TGE, linear vesting for �� months

��% unlock at DEX listing, linear vesting for next � months
�-month Lock-up, linear vesting for � months

�-year lock-up, operation under DAO Governance
�-year lock-up, operation under DAO Governance
�-year lock-up, operation under DAO Governance
�-year lock-up, operation under DAO Governance

�-year lock-up, releasing ��,���,��� FT Per Year for �� Years
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Fanverse Token, $FT

Fanverse Token Utility

- Exchange of Asset : $FT is used as a medium for exchange of various digital assets traded within
the Fanverse Platform.

- Governance Voting : $FT token holders can raise a critical opinion on the platform operation
regarding new features, trading fees, community reward plans, and various other key decisions
needed and will be able to participate in the voting depending on the amount of token possessed.
The operation policy on fee treasury arising from the issuance of social/fan token within the
Fanverse ecosystem will also be organized in the form of DAO through governance voting.
- Discount of Service Fee : All users within the Fanverse Platform can deposit certain amount of $FT
tokens to get special discount on the service fees during trading, auction or in event participation.
Moreover, when purchasing a certain NFT asset or social/fan tokens, maximum of ��% discount on
the trading fees will be applied in the transaction.
- Activity Reward : Platform users can earn $FT as activity rewards when participating in NFT
trading, community events, and in various other promotions and features. Fanverse platform
decides the amount of activity rewards to be given to incentivize active community activities and
contents creation through the form of community voting.
NFT Trading
& Auction
Contents

Creation/Minting

Collection

Activity / Event

Deposit $FT

Social/
Fan Activity

Social
Producing

Mystery Box

NFT
Ticketing

Donation activity

Creator / General Purpose

NFT PLUS

Vote

Fanverse
Application

Fanverse DAO

NFT
Create/Trade

Modifying/
Social Activity

Ecosystem Contract

$FT
Staking

NFT
Staking

Mining Contract

Creator

General
Donation

Donation Pools

Ethereum / BSC / Klaytn / HECO / Solana / Polygon / Tezos
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Application
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Road map

Following is the timeline schedule until today and our roadmap further in development of
decentralized cross-chain based NFT trading platform with blend of NFT with De-Fi features,
aiming at continuous expansion of users and liquidity on the Fanverse Platform.

����

����

����. Q�

ㆍProject Launching
ㆍFoundation Establishment (Netpapa in Singapore)

����. Q�

ㆍPrototype Development in NFT Minting / Trading

����. Q�

ㆍInternal Test-Net Launching
ㆍDesigning of Trading Format / Minting of ERC ��� & ERC ����

����. Q�

����

����. Q�

ㆍInitiation of Partnership Discussion

����. Q�

ㆍInitiation of Private Blockchain Environment Testing on NFT Minting & Trading

����. Q�
����. Q�

��

ㆍInitiation of Fundraising

ㆍR&D Works on Multichain-based Platform
ㆍEstablishment of Community Channel

ㆍInstitutional Partnership Works with Fanverse
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Road map
����

����.Q�

ㆍIP Contents Partnership with Fanverse (K-POP and Celebrities)
ㆍMain Development Phase (Multi-EVM NFT Platform)
ㆍCollaboration with Major Medias using NFT Technology

����. Q�

ㆍFanverse Token (FT) Listing and Main PR Activities with K-POP Celebrities
ㆍSales & Marketing of Celebrity NFTs (K-POP and Global Celebrities)
ㆍRelease of Fanverse NFT Platfrom V�

����. Q�

ㆍLaunching of Multichain-based NFT Drops
ㆍLaunching of Fanverse DAO Governance
ㆍFanverse Global Contents Projects (Asia) ‒ Sponsorships and Hosting

����. Q�

ㆍFanverse Global Contents Projects (Europe)
ㆍFanverse Metaverse App Teaser Announcement
ㆍFanverse-led NFT Festival & Exhibit

����. Q�

ㆍFanverse Metaverse App CBT Version Launching
ㆍNFT Airdrop Events to Fanverse Token Community
ㆍPartnership with Global Entertainment Company for Fanverse
(NFT & Metaverse)

����

����. Q�

����. Q�

ㆍGame-ﬁ Features added onto Fanverse Metaverse Application

ㆍTraditional VC rounds for Fanverse Application
ㆍPartnership with OTT Platform for Fanverse (NFT & Metaverse)
ㆍFanverse Vision and Ecosystem Announcement
ㆍLaunching of Fanverse Entertainment Company
(Global Audition, Artist, Creator)

Fanverse 플랫폼
��

[ 멀티 -EVM 기반 NFT 플랫폼 및 멀티체인 기반 NFT 에어드롭 및 유통 플랫폼 ]
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Team Members
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- Lidya Korea (Solution)
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- Harvard Graduate School of Arts Science

Joong-Han Kwon

Technical Director

- HTS/MTS Full-Stack Developer

- Plus Wisdom Solution Co., Ltd.

- Openbit Cryptocurrency Exchange

Tracy Le

Fanverse Vietnam

- Meychain Chief Marketing Director
- Fintech & Marketing Expert

Marcus Ough

Entertainment Contents

- SM Entertainment / Planning Division

- SIDUS Entertainment (Yejoen Media) /
Overseas Project, A&R Producing

- Pop Tune Production / CEO, Producing

Jimmy

Technical Director
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- Full Stack Blockchain Developer

- Exchange, Wallet, Staking, and NFTs

Meraj Syed

European Headquarter

- Co-Founder of Link�Gain
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- Professional Engineer in PR and Advertising
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Team Members
Johan Stenstroem

Faverse Europe

- JnWatt Holdings ‒ Sweden IDC
- Keihin Hatsujyo Co., Ltd.

- IT Business Engineer (Blockchain & IDC)

Platform Business

Erik Mendelson

- OneOf NFT (United States)
- Recordgram Inc.

- Warner Music Group

Alex Kirungu

Contents Division (Kenya)

- Kenya Ports Authority / Procurement

- H&K Partners / Kenya Delegate Agency
- Kelsam Computing Hardware

Prakash Neupane

Planning Division (Dubai)

- Nepal Blockchain Initiatives

- NepFlight (NePal Flight Booking)

- Sarathi (Transportation Sharing Booking App)

George Scott
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- Professional Boxing Athlete (Sweden)
- �-Time Champion Boxer in Sweden
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- Pavilion Asset Management Co., Ltd. / CEO
- Samjung KPMG Group / CFO

- European Union Korea Desk Partner
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Partnerships
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Disclaimer
Please carefully read this disclaimer as it contains important information. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should
consult your personal legal, ﬁnancial, tax or other professional advisor(s).
This whitepaper is not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction and does not intend to constitute an oﬀer of securities or a
solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any oﬀer by the distributor of the
FT token to purchase any FT token not shall it or any part of nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection
with, any contract or investment decision, and Fanverse will take no responsibility in any of action.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of the FT token, and no
cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted based on this Whitepaper.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be
taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper
does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
The Fanverse and FT token business and operation are subject of regulatory risks and uncertainties. The distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Fanverse shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or proﬁts, and
loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you. Fanverse
makes or purports to make no, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or
person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information
set out in this Whitepaper.
Readers of this Whitepaper acknowledge that the Fanverse and FT token do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction and
acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or oﬀer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an oﬀer
of securities in any jurisdiction or solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment. Thus, this Whitepaper serves as a forward-looking report to assist the understanding of an adult with basic degree of
understanding of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms,
blockchain technology and smart contract technology. Thus, this Whitepaper may contain forward-looking statements including, but not
limited to, statements as to future operating results and plans that involve risks and uncertainties with words such as “will”, “expects”, “
anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”. Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Fanverse to diﬀer materially from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by those projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason, of which Fanverse will not be held
responsible of. No words or statements used in this Whitepaper be accepted as containing legal eﬀects, or accept its deﬁnition used as a
deﬁnite meaning and interpretation.
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements
and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions that
are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to
Fanverse.
Readers should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with FT Token and Fanverse and their respective plans,
businesses and operations including all information set out in this Whitepaper. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual
events, the business, ﬁnancial condition, results of operations and prospects of Fanverse could be materially and adversely aﬀected. In such
cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the FT token.
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